
The first step in provisioning your cloud environment is to build 
the underlying environment. Choosing which core components 
to use and implementing it consistently can be a challenge and 
will impact the future opportunities of your cloud environment.

What is an Azure Landing Zone?

The Azure Landing Zones provide multiple predefined sets of foundational tools 
based on your adoption needs. This enables you to easily set up new environments 
in a standardized way based on best practices. It consists of all the basic building 
blocks to ensure that your applications have access to the requisite components 
when implemented by covering topics such as policies, connectivity, security, etc. 

  Prevent mistakes & 
inconsistencies

  Scalable and secure 
infrastructure

  Guaranteed correct 
configuration of 
foundational elements

  Easily innovate and build 
new workloads in the 
cloud

W H Y  U S E  A N  A Z U R E 
L A N D I N G  Z O N E ?

Azure  
Landing Zone

The foundation to host 
workloads in your Azure Cloud.

Azure Landing Zone



What is the added value for you?

More info? 

Within our Strategic Partnership with Microsoft, we strive to be the reference Cloud Centre of Excellence for Microsoft Azure. In 
addition, we can rely on our own ecosystem of digital transformation experts. This puts us in a unique position to help you in your end-
to-end digital transformation journey from providing the basic telco services to full transformation services. 

www.proximus.be/azure
Contact us via info.cloud@proximus.com

Our promise

  We fully support you in every phase of your migration to enjoy all the benefits of Azure Cloud.  

Our offer

  We provide personalized landing zones based on your adoption needs to facilitate your migration to and future  
in the cloud. 

A Z U R E  L A N D I N G  Z O N E

  

  Increase efficiency

  Common set of 
implementations

  Personalized solutions

  Embedded Governance 
Guardrails

  Centrally managed 
structure

  Consistency for each 
workload

  Reduction of overhead

 Fast scalability

Facilitate your 
migration

Seamless migration and 
deployment

Guaranteed internal 
compliance

First-time-right 
configuration

Core infrastructure 
resources and 

services

Policy/governance 
controls

Why choose Proximus?


